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Abstract
We provide a novel notion of what it means
to be interpretable, looking past the usual
association with human understanding. Our
key insight is that interpretability is not an
absolute concept and so we define it relative
to a target model, which may or may not be
a human. We define a framework that al-
lows for comparing interpretable procedures
by linking it to important practical aspects
such as accuracy and robustness. We char-
acterize many of the current state-of-the-art
interpretable methods in our framework por-
traying its general applicability.
1. Introduction
What does it mean for a model to be interpretable?
From our human perspective, interpretability typi-
cally means that the model can be explained, a qual-
ity which is imperative in almost all real applica-
tions where a human is responsible for consequences
of the model. However good a model might have
performed on historical data, in critical applications,
interpretability is necessary to justify, improve, and
sometimes simplify decision making.
A great example of this is a malware detection neu-
ral network (Egele et al., 2012) which was trained to
distinguish regular code from malware. The neural
network had excellent performance, presumably due
to the deep architecture capturing some complex phe-
nomenon opaque to humans, but it was later found
that the primary distinguishing characteristic was the
grammatical coherance of comments in the code, which
were either missing written poorly in the malware as
opposed to regular code. In hindsight, this seems obvi-
ous as you wouldn’t expect someone writing malware
to expend effort in making it readable. This example
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shows how the interpretation of a seemingly complex
model can aid in creating a simple rule.
The above example defines interpretability as humans
typically do: we require the model to be understand-
able. This thinking would lead us to believe that, in
general, complex models such as random forests or
even deep neural networks are not interpretable. How-
ever, just because we cannot always understand what
the complex model is doing does not necessarily mean
that the model is not interpretable in some other use-
ful sense. It is in this spirit that we define the novel
notion of δ-interpretability that is more general than
being just relative to a human.
We offer an example from the healthcare domain
(Chang & Weiner, 2010), where interpretability is a
critical modeling aspect, as a running example in our
paper. The task is predicting future costs based on de-
mographics and past insurance claims (including doc-
tor visit costs, justifications, and diagnoses) for mem-
bers of the population. The data used in (Chang &
Weiner, 2010) represents diagnoses using ICD-9-CM
(International Classification of Diseases) coding which
had on the order of 15,000 distinct codes at the time of
the study. The high dimensional nature of diagnoses
led to the development of various abstractions such
as the ACG (Adjusted Clinical Groups) case-mix sys-
tem (Starfield et al., 1991), which output various map-
pings of the ICD codes to lower dimensional categorical
spaces, some even independent of disease. A particu-
lar mapping of IDC codes to 264 Expanded Diagnosis
Clusters (EDCs) was used in (Chang & Weiner, 2010)
to create a complex model that performed quite well
in the prediction task.
2. Defining δ-Interpretability
Let us return to the opening question. Is interpretabil-
ity simply sparsity, entropy, or something more gen-
eral? An average person is said to remember no more
than seven pieces of information at a time (Lisman &
Idiart, 1995). Should that inform our notion of in-
terpretability? Taking inspiration from the theory of
computation (Sipser, 2013) where a language is clas-
sified as regular, context free, or something else based
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Figure 1. Above we depict what it means to be δ-interpretable. Essentially, our procedure/model is δ-interpretable if it
improves the performance of TM by ≥ δ fraction w.r.t. a target data distribution.
on the strength of the machine (i.e. program) required
to recognize it, we look to define interpretability along
analogous lines.
Based on this discussion we would like to define in-
terpretability relative to a target model (TM), i.e. δ-
interpretability. The target model in the most obvious
setting would be a human, but it doesn’t have to be.
It could be a linear model, a decision tree or even an
entity with superhuman capabilities. The TM in our
running healthcare example (Chang & Weiner, 2010)
is a linear model where the features come from an ACG
system mapping of IDC codes to only 32 Aggregated
Diagnosis Groups (ADGs).
Our model/procedure would qualify as being δ-
interpretable if we can somehow convey information
to the TM that will lead to improving its performance
(e.g., accuracy or AUC or reward) for the task at
hand. Hence, the δ-interpretable model has to trans-
mit information in way that is consumable by the
TM. For example, if the TM is a linear model our δ-
interpretable model can only tell it how to modify its
feature weights or which features to consider. In our
healthcare example, the authors in (Chang & Weiner,
2010) need a procedure to convey information from the
complex 264-dimensional model to the simple linear
32-dimensional model. Any pairwise or higher order
interactions would not be of use to this model. Thus,
if our ”interpretable” model came up with some mod-
ifications to pairwise interaction terms, it would not
be considered as an δ-interpretable procedure for the
linear TM.
Ideally, the performance of the TM should improve
w.r.t. to some target distribution. The target distri-
bution could just be the underlying distribution, or it
could be some reweighted form of it in case we are in-
terested in some localities of the feature space more
than others. For instance, in a standard supervised
setting this could just be generalization error (GE),
but in situations where we want to focus on local be-
havior the error would be w.r.t. the new reweighted
distribution that focuses on the specific region. In
other words, we allow for instance level interpretability
as well as global interpretability and capturing of local
behaviors that lie in between. The healthcare example
focuses on mean absolute prediction error (MAPE) ex-
pressed as a percentage of the mean of the actual ex-
penditure (Table 3 in (Chang & Weiner, 2010)). For-
mally, we define δ-interpretability as follows:
Definition 2.1. δ-interpretability: Given a target
model MT belonging to a hypothesis class H and a
target distribution DT , a procedure PI is
δ-interpretable if the information I it communicates
to MT resulting in model MT (I) ∈ H satisfies the
following inequality: eMT (I) ≤ δ · eMT , where eM is
the expected error of M relative to some loss
function on DT .
The above definition is a general notion of inter-
pretability that does not require the interpretable pro-
cedure to have access to a complex model. It may use
the complex model (CM) but it may very well act as
an oracle conjuring up useful information that will im-
prove the performance of the TM. The more intuitive
but special case of Definition 2.1 is given below which
defines δ-interpretability for a CM relative to a TM as
being able to transfer information from the CM to the
TM using a procedure PI so as to improve the TMs
performance. These concepts are depicted in figure 1.
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Definition 2.2. CM-based δ-interpretability: Given
a target model MT belonging to a hypothesis class
H, a complex model MC , and a target distribution
DT , the model MC is δ-interpretable relative to
MT , if there exists a procedure PI that derives
information I from MC and communicates it to
MT resulting in model MT (I) ∈ H satisfying the
following inequality: eMT (I) ≤ δ · eMT , where eM is
the expected error of M relative to some loss
function on DT .
One may consider the more intuitive definition of δ-
interpretability when there is a CM.
We now clarify the use of the term Information I in
the definition. In a normal binary classification task,
training label y ∈ {+1,−1} can be considered to be a
one bit information about the sample x, i.e. ”Which
label is more likely given x?”, whereas the confidence
score p(y|x) holds richer information, i.e. ”How likely
is the label y for the sample x?”. From an information
theoretic point of view, given x and only its training
label y, there is still uncertainty about p(y|x) in the
interval [1/2, 1] prior to training. According to our
definition, an interpretable method can provide useful
information I in the form of a sequence of bits or pa-
rameters about the training data that can potentially
reduce this uncertainty of the confidence score of the
TM prior to training. Moreover, the new MT (I) is
better performing if it can effectively use this informa-
tion.
Our definitions above are motivated by the fact that
when people ask for an interpretation there is an im-
plicit quality requirement in that the interpretation
should be related to the task at hand. We capture this
relatedness of the interpretation to the task by requir-
ing that the interpretable procedure improve the per-
formance of the TM. Note the TM does not have to
be interpretable, rather it just is a benchmark used to
measure the relevance of the provided interpretation.
Without such a requirement anything that one can
elucidate is then an explanation for everything else,
making the concept of interpretation pointless. Con-
sequently, the crux for any application in our setting
is to come up with an interpretable procedure that can
ideally improve the performance of the given TM.
The closer δ is to 0 the more interpretable the proce-
dure. Note the error reduction is relative to the TM
model itself, not relative to the complex model. An
illustration of the above definition is seen in figure 1.
Here we want to interpret a complex process relative
to a given TM and target distribution. The interaction
with the complex process could just be by observing
inputs and outputs or could be through delving into
the inner workings of the complex process. In addition,
it is imperative that MT (I) ∈ H i.e. the information
conveyed should be within the representational power
of the TM.
The advantage of this definition is that the TM isn’t
tied to any specific entity such as a human and thus
neither is our definition. We can thus test the utility
of our definition w.r.t. simpler models (viz. linear,
decision lists, etc.) given that a humans complexity
maybe hard to characterize. We see examples of this
in the coming sections.
Moreover, a direct consequence of our definition is
that it naturally creates a partial ordering of inter-
pretable procedures relative to a TM and target distri-
bution, which is in spirit similar to complexity classes
for time or space of algorithms. For instance, if R+
denotes the non-negative real line δ1-interpretability
⇒ δ2-interpretability, where δ1 ≤ δ2 ∀δ1, δ2 ∈ R+,
but not the other way around.
3. Practical Definition of
Interpretability
We first extend our δ-interpretability definition to the
practical setting where we don’t have the target dis-
tribution, but rather just samples. We then show how
this new definition reduces to our original definition
in the ideal setting where we have access to the target
distribution.
3.1. (δ, γ)-Interpretability: Performance and
Robustness
Our definition of δ-interpretability just focuses on the
performance of the TM. However, in most practical
applications robustness is a key requirement. Imagine
a doctor advising a treatment to a patient. He better
have high confidence in the treatments effect before
prescribing.
So what really is a robust model? Intuitively, it is a
notion where one expects the same (or similar) per-
formance from the model when applied to ”nearby”
inputs. In practice, this is many times done by per-
turbing the test set and then evaluating performance
of the model (Carlini & Wagner, 2017). If the accu-
racies are comparable to the original test set then the
model is deemed robust. Hence, this procedure can
be viewed as creating alternate test sets on which we
test the model. Thus, the procedures to create adver-
sarial examples or perturbations can be said to induce
a distribution DR from which we get these alternate
test sets. The important underlying assumption here
3
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is that the newly created test sets are at least moder-
ately probable w.r.t. the target distribution. Of course,
in case of non-uniform loss functions the test sets on
whom the expected loss is low are uninteresting. This
brings us to the question of when is it truly interesting
to study robustness.
It seems that robustness is really only an issue when
your test data on which you evaluate is incomplete i.e.
it doesn’t include all examples in the domain. If you
can test on all points in your domain, which could be
finite, and are accurate on it then there is no need for
robustness. That is why in a certain sense, low gen-
eralization error already captures robustness since the
error is over the entire domain and it is impossible for
your classifier to not be robust and have low GE if you
could actually test on the entire domain. The prob-
lem is really only because of estimation on incomplete
test sets (Varshney, 2016). Given this we extend our
definition of δ-interpretability for practical scenarios.
Definition 3.1. (δ, γ)-interpretability: Given a
target model MT belonging to a hypothesis class H,
a sample ST from the target distribution DT , a
sample SR from the adversarial distribution DR, a
model PI is δ, γ-interpretable relative to (DT ∼)ST
and (DR ∼)SR if the information I it
communicates to MT resulting in model MT (I) ∈ H
satisfies the following inequalities:
• eˆSTMT (I) ≤ δ · eˆ
ST
MT
(performance)
• eˆSRMT (I) − eˆ
ST
MT (I)
≤ γ · (eˆSRMT − eˆSTMT ) (robustness)
where eˆSM is the empirical error of M relative to
some loss function.
The first term above is analogous to the one in Defini-
tion 2.1. The second term captures robustness and
asks how representative is the test error of MT (I)
w.r.t. its error on other high probability samples when
compared with the performance of MT on the same
test and robust sets. This can be viewed as an or-
thogonal metric to evaluate interpretable procedures
in the practical setting. This definition could also be
adapted to a more intuitive but restrictive definition
analogous to Definition 2.2.
3.2. Reduction to Definition 2.1
An (ideal) adversarial example is not just one which
a model predicts incorrectly, but rather it must satisfy
also the additional requirement of being a highly prob-
able sample from the target distribution. Without the
second condition even highly unlikely outliers would be
adversarial examples. But in practice this is not what
people usually mean, when one talks about adversarial
examples.
Given this, ideally, we should choose DR = DT so that
we test the model mainly on important examples. If
we could do this and test on the entire domain our
Definition 3.1 would reduce to Definition 2.1 as seen
in the following proposition.
Proposition 1. In the ideal setting, where we know
DT , we could set DR = DT and compute the
true errors, (δ, γ)-interpretability would reduce to δ-
interpretability.
Proof Sketch. Since DR = DT , by taking expectations
we get for the first condition: E[eˆSTMT (I) − δeˆ
ST
MT
] ≤ 0
and hence eMT (I)−δ·eMT ≤ 0. For the second equation
we get: E[eˆSRMT (I) − eˆ
ST
MT (I)
− γeˆSRMT + γeˆSTMT ] ≤ 0 and
hence eMT (I) − eMT (I) − γeMT + γeMT ≤ 0, which
implies 0 ≤ 0.
The second condition vanishes and the first condition
is just the definition of δ-interpretability. Our ex-
tended definition is thus consistent with Definition 2.1
where we have access to the target distribution.
Remark: Model evaluation sometimes requires us to
use multiple training and test sets, such as when do-
ing cross-validation. In such cases, we have multiple
target models M iT trained on independent data sets,
and multiple independent test samples SiT (indexed
by i = {1, . . . ,K}). The empirical error above can be
defined as (
∑K
i=1 eˆ
SiT
MiT
)/K. Since SiT , as well as the
training sets, are sampled from the same target distri-
bution DT , the reduction to Definition 2.1 would still
apply to this average error, since E[eˆ
SiT
MhT
] = E[eˆ
SkT
MjT
] ∀
h, i, j, k.
4. Application to Existing Interpretable
Methods
We now look at how some of the current methods and
how they fit into our framework.
EDC Selection: The running healthcare example of
(Chang & Weiner, 2010) considers a complex model
based on 264 EDC features and a simpler linear model
based on 32 ACG features, and both models also in-
clude the same demographic variables. The complex
model has a MAPE of 96.52% while the linear model
has a MAPE of 103.64%. The authors in (Chang &
Weiner, 2010) attempt to improve the TM’s perfor-
mance by including several EDC features. They de-
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Interpretable TM δ γ DR Dataset (ST ) Performance
Procedure Metric
EDC Selection OLS 0.925 0 Identity Medical Claims MAPE
Defensive Distillation DNN 1.27 0.8 L2 attack MNIST Classification error
MMD-critic NPC 0.24 0.98 Skewed MNIST Classification error
LIME SLR 0.1 0 Identity Books Feature Recall
Rule Lists (size ≤ 4 ) Human 0.95 0 Identity Manufacturing Yield
Table 1. Above we see how our framework can be used to characterize interpretability of methods across applications.
velop a stepwise process for generating selected EDCs
based on significance testing and broad applicability
to various types of expenditures ((Chang & Weiner,
2010), Additional File 1). This stepwise process can
be viewed as a (δ, γ)-interpretable procedure that pro-
vides information in the form of 19 EDC variables
which, when added to the TM, improve the perfor-
mance from 103.64% to 95.83% and is thus (0.925, 0)
-interpretable. Note the significance since, given the
large population sizes and high mean annual health-
care costs per individual, even small improvements in
accuracy can have high monetary impact.
Distillation: DNNs are not considered interpretable.
However, if you consider a DNN to be a TM then you
can view defensive distillation as a (δ, γ)-interpretable
procedure. We compute δ and γ from results presented
in (Carlini & Wagner, 2017) on the MNIST dataset,
where the authors adversarially perturbs the test in-
stances by a slight amount. We see here that defensive
distillation makes the DNN slightly more robust at the
expense of it being a little less accurate.
Prototype Selection: We implemented and ran
MMD-critic (Kim et al., 2016) on randomly sampled
MNIST training sets of size 1500 where the number
of prototypes was set to 200. The test sets were 5420
in size which is the size of the least frequent digit.
We had a representative test set and then 10 highly
skewed test sets where each contained only a single
digit. The representative test set was used to estimate
δ and the 10 skewed test sets were used to compute γ.
The TM was a nearest prototype classifier (Kim et al.,
2016) that was initialized with random 200 prototypes
which it used to create the initial classifications. We
see from the table that mmd-critic has a low δ and
almost 1 γ value. This implies that it is significantly
more accurate than random prototype selection while
maintaining robustness. In other words, it should be
strongly preferred over random selection.
LIME: We consider the experiment in (Ribeiro et al.,
2016) where they use sparse logistic regression (SLR)
to classify a review as positive or negative on the Books
dataset. Their main objective here is to see if their
approach is superior to other approaches in terms of
selecting the true important features. There is no
robustness experiment here so DR is identity which
means same as DT and hence γ is 0. Their accuracy
however, in selecting the important features is signif-
icantly better than random feature selection which is
signified by δ = 0.1. The other experiments can also
be characterized in similar fashion. In cases where only
explanations are provided with no explicit metric one
can view as the experts confidence in the method as a
metric which good explanations will enhance.
Rule Lists: We built a rule list on a semi-conductor
manufacturing dataset (Dhurandhar & Petrik, 2014)
of size 8926. In this data, a single datapoint is a
wafer, which is a group of chips, and measurements,
which correspond to 1000s of input features (temper-
atures, pressures, gass flows, etc.), are made on this
wafer throughout its production. The goal was to pro-
vide the engineer some insight into, if anything, was
plaguing his process so that he can improve perfor-
mance. We built a rule list (Su et al., 2016) of size at
most 4 which we showed to the engineer. The engineer
figured out that there was some issue with some gas
flows, which he then fixed. This resulted in 1% more of
his wafers ending up within specification. Or his yield
increased from 80% to 81%. This is significant since,
even small increase in yield corresponds to billions of
dollars in savings.
5. Framework Generalizability
It seems that our definition of δ-interpretability re-
quires a predefined goal/task. While (semi-)supervised
settings have a well-defined target, we discuss other
applicable settings.
In unsupervised settings although we do not have an
explicit target there are quantitative measures (Aggar-
wal & Reddy, 2013) such as Silhouette or mutual in-
formation that are used to evaluate clustering quality.
Such measures which people use to evaluate quality
would serve as the target loss that the δ-interpretable
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procedure would aim to improve upon. The target
distribution in this case would just be the instances in
the dataset. If a generative process is assumed for the
data, then that would dictate the target distribution.
In other settings such as reinforcement learning (RL)
(Sutton & Barto, 1998), the δ-interpretable procedure
would try to increase the expected discounted reward
of the agent by directing it into more lucrative portions
of the state space.
There maybe situations where a human TM may not
want to take any explicit actions based on the insight
conveyed by a δ-interpretable procedure. However, an
implicit evaluation metric, such as human satisfaction,
probably exists, which a good interpretable procedure
will help to enhance. For example, in the setting where
you want explanations for classifications of individual
instances (Ribeiro et al., 2016), the metric that you
are enhancing is the human confidence in the complex
model.
6. Related Work
There has been a great deal of interest in interpretable
modeling recently and for good reason. Almost any
practical application with a human decision maker in-
terpretability is imperative for the human to have con-
fidence in the model. It has also become increasingly
important in deep neural networks given their suscep-
tibility to small perturbations that are humanly unrec-
ognizable (Carlini & Wagner, 2017; Goodfellow et al.,
2016).
There have been multiple frameworks and algorithms
proposed to perform interpretable modeling. These
range from building rule/decision lists (Wang &
Rudin, 2015; Su et al., 2016) to finding prototypes
(Kim et al., 2016) to taking inspiration from psycho-
metrics (Id & Dhurandhar, 2017) and learning mod-
els that can be consumed by humans. There are also
works (Ribeiro et al., 2016) which focus on answering
instance specific user queries by locally approximating
a superior performing complex model with a simpler
easy to understand one which could be used to gain
confidence in the complex model.
The most relevant work to our current endeavor is pos-
sibly (Doshi-Velez & Kim, 2017). They provide an
in depth discussion for why interpretability is needed,
and an overall taxonomy for what should be considered
when talking about interpretability. Their final TM is
always a human even for the functionally grounded ex-
planation as the TMs are proxies for human complex-
ity. As we have seen, our definition of a TM is more
general, as besides human, it could be any ML model
or even something else that has superhuman cognitive
skills. This generalization allows us to test our defini-
tion without the need to pin down human complexity.
Moreover, we provide a formal strict definition for δ-
interpretability that accounts for key concepts such as
performance and robustness and articulates how ro-
bustness is only an issue when talking about incom-
plete test sets.
7. Discussion
We defined δ for a single distribution but it could
be defined over multiple distributions where δ =
max(δ1, ..., δk) for k distributions and analogously γ
also could be defined over multiple adversarial distri-
butions. We did not include these complexities in the
definitions so as not to lose the main point, but exten-
sions such as these are straightforward.
Another extension could be to have a sensitivity pa-
rameter α to define equivalence classes, where if two
models are δ1- and δ2-interpretable, then they are in
the same equivalence class if |δ1 − δ2| ≤ α. This can
help group together models that can be considered to
be equivalent for the application at hand. The α in
essence quantifies operational significance. One can
have even multiple α as a function of the δ values.
One can also extend the notion of interpretability
where δ or and γ are 1 but you can learn the same
model with fewer samples given information from the
interpretable procedure.
Human subjects store approximately 7 pieces of infor-
mation (Lisman & Idiart, 1995). As such, we can ex-
plore highly interpretable models, which can be readily
learned by humans, by considering models for TM that
make simple use of no more than 7 pieces of informa-
tion. Feldman (Feldman, 2000) finds that the subjec-
tive difficulty of a concept is directly proportional to
its Boolean complexity, the length of the shortest log-
ically equivalent propositional formula. We could ex-
plore interpretable models of this type. Another model
bounds the rademacher complexity of humans (Zhu
et al., 2009) as a function of complexity of the domain
and sample size. Although the bounds are loose, they
follow the empirical trend seen in their experiments on
words and images.
Finally, all humans may not be equal relative to a task.
Having expertise in a domain may increase the level of
detail consumable by that human. So the above mod-
els which try to approximate human capability may
be extended to account for the additional complexity
consumable by the human depending on their experi-
ence.
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